
When & How to Complain 
 

“If you can’t change it, change the way you think about it. Don’t 
complain.” – Maya Angelou 

 
Complaining is verbally expressing disappointment about some 
situation or person. It’s a form of protest. Our spirit is unhappy so 
we speak about our frustration. 
 
It’s normal to be unhappy about some things. Life is often not as 
we’d prefer. The cause can be minor (such as our meal not being 
cooked well), or a major inconvenience or expense (if our parked car was hit and the driver left no identifying 
note), or someone regularly makes life less stable (like a workmate or family member). 
 
To whom is it good to complain?  
We should be selective about whom we complain to; ideally it should be to the source of the problem, in order 
to try to fix it.  
 
We should also go to the source if a colleague, friend or spouse is involved, so that we can  jointly work to 
address it and safeguard our relationship. (We might also want to share a matter with them when they’re not 
the cause, so that they can know what’s upset us and not take our mood personally.)  
 

It’s OK to complain to God. For example, in the Exodus, enslaved Jews complained to God and He answered,  
sending Moses and miracles, freeing them. A faith leader, counselor, or chaplain is also ready to hear about 
people’s lives and be a place for a safe vent, and will help you to see God in the midst of it.  
    
If we complain to people other than those who can help  – whether a few people or broadly as on our social 
media – that generally won’t help and can actually make things worse. 
 

What happens to us when we complain? 
Do you feel better when you complain? Maybe. Sometimes. Venting can provide some relief if it makes you 
feel heard -- more so if the listener expresses sympathy, like a spouse. Those who can help improve the 
situation, or offer ways to help you cope with it, like your counselor or faith leader. 
      
Otherwise, if we’re honest, verbally rehashing our complaint to those who can’t fix it or help us to cope with it, 
usually doesn’t make us feel better.  We actually feel worse.  
 
That’s because when we share it, we relive the event and again feel the emotion; anger, hurt, disappointment, 
outrage pour through us again. Our brain knows it’s a memory, but our body thinks it’s happening again.  The 
upset again raises our blood pressure, creates toxins in us, can upset our digestion and sleep, and negatively 
impact our energy, clarity of thought, work and relationships. It can distract us and that lack of alertness can 
put us at risk. Research shows that regular, frequent complaining rewires the brain to be depressed and 
anxious. Complaining can make us upset, less healthy and unhappier. It’s not good.  
 
How does complaining affect the listener? 
It depends on who that is. It’s good to try to obtain corrective action through productive complaining. This is 
bringing the complaint to the one who caused the problem. They might have been unaware of their impact 
and even grateful to know of it – to have a chance to rectify or explain it and maintain your relationships.  
      

 



However, this is only likely if you shared your displeasure with them privately, calmly and respectfully. This also 
aims to keep the situation from recurring -- by involving the one who can make a positive change. Thus, a 
complaint expressed in the right manner to the right person might solve a problem and avoid future ones. No 
guarantee, but unless you try, it definitely won’t be improved.  

Or, they may feel embarrassed or disagree that they caused a problem, and get defensive. Then you have a 
choice: say something like, “Ok – just wanted to share my perspective; thanks for your time” and in the future 
be cautious about getting yourself into a similar situation with them. 

If you complain to people unable to solve it or meaningfully support you, that complaint is an unproductive 
use of your time and energy. Plus, their hearing it is usually unpleasant for them; it takes the joy out of their 
day and – knowing that they can do nothing about it – can even make them feel ineffectual.  

If you’re a chronic complainer, don’t be surprised if people don’t seek you out. But if you’re known as a person 
who seldom complains, then when you complain it’ll be taken more seriously and heard. That doesn’t mean 
that it’s good to do so; just that it has more impact on them. There are those around you – family or 
workmates -- who would be forced to hear any verbal complaints you make and be negatively affected by 
them. For example: 

• If little kids at home overhear your complaints, it can make them upset too -- even fearful.

• If it’s a spouse, he or she may feel helpless, which is not a happy feeling.

• Complaints to workmates can heighten their discouragement; you all spiral into more negativity.

• If a boss is executing a policy over which he or she has no control, a complaint appears to judge them as
letting down subordinates, making them defensive.

In such situations, nothing is accomplished; harm is caused to you, others, and these relationships.  

So, why complain? What can be gained?  
We complain because we want improvement, even perfection. Why do we strive for and expect perfection? 
It’s because we’re made in God’s image, who created perfection so we want it too, even though it will never 
happen on this Earth. Perfection will eventually happen (read the book of Revelation if you’d like to learn 
about this), even while now God allows people -- by giving them free will -- to do things that end up producing 
situations that are far from perfect, causing grief, even destruction. 

Can you turn the disappointment into something positive? 

We can each improve our complaining nature; it need not control us. Complaining about yesterday won’t 
make tomorrow better. Choose to use the energy generated by being upset instead for good. For example: 

• Can you find anything in the situation that you can learn from? Focus on that.

• Is there anything you can do to improve the situation – even just a little bit? Look for it.

• Can you accept the situation/put it into perspective so that others affected by it see that they also have a
choice in their response and can choose to not let it upset them? Be a good role model.

• Are there helpful tools that you can discover and try? – google for ideas and/or read the Spirit flyer “Get a
Grip on Grumbling” for more tips.

• Do you see God in this situation? What might He be doing? – should you pray about it?

Source: “How Complaining Rewires Your Brain For Negativity” Dr. Travis Bradberry, updated Dec. 28, 2017 
      “Complaining God’s Way” Andrew Rogers, Jun 27, 2017.  The Holy Bible. 
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